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но содержащая минералы, используется как напиток» [2]. Следовательно, 
данный способ перевода является аналогом. Как мы видим, аналог соответ-
ствует истине лишь отчасти. Значение слова seltzer передает общий смысл, 
однако лишает нарзан своей национально-культурной окраски. 

В переводе М. Гленни нарзан передан словом lemonade. Слово lemonade 
определяется как «напиток, сделанный из лимонного сока, сахара и воды» 
[2]. Данный способ перевода также является аналогом, однако намного бо-
лее отдаленным, чем в первом варианте. Данное значение не только лишено 
национальной специфики нарзана, но даже вводит читателя в некоторое за-
блуждение по поводу упомянутого напитка. 

Можно предположить, что подобные неточности перевода играют не 
очень существенную роль в переводе всего произведения, однако стоит об-
ратить внимание, что таких «мелочей» в романе чрезвычайно много, именно 
благодаря подобным реалиям создается неповторимая атмосфера описывае-
мого сюжета, помогающая читателю погрузиться в созданный автором осо-
бый литературный мир. И только качественный и добросовестный перевод 
поможет проложить мост между читателем и этим выдающимся произведе-
нием русской литературы. 
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Today in times of globalization when English has become truly global language 
there are many forms of English formed by other languages native speakers, which 
differ from academic English. Japlish is a form of Engrish ( ) 
which is a slang term for unusual forms of English language usage by native 
speakers of some East Asian languages. Japlish is used for «Japanese English». 
The term itself relates to Japanese speakers' tendency to inadvertently substitute 
the English phonemes «R» and «L» for one another, because the Japanese lan-
guage has one alveolar consonant in place for both. The other tendency is to sub-
stitute phonemes «V» and «B». That is why English word «Love» pronounced 
by Japanese speakers sounds as «Rabu». The related term «wasei-eigo» refers to 
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pseudo-anglicisms that have entered into everyday Japanese. Japanese use a syl-
labary called Katakana for transcription of foreign language words into Japanese.

There is a huge number of Anglicisms in Japanese language. The main reasons 
of that are European infl uence during Meiji Era and America’s infl uence after the 
World War II. That is when a huge number of English words came into Japanese 
language. Nowadays it is fashionable to use English. English is everywhere: on 
TV, radio, clothes and accessories, in pop culture.

Rock music is not an exception. Rock bands are eager to use English both 
in their band names and lyrics. Now I would like give some examples of usage 
of English in band names. Band called /AND -&- Eccentric Agent 
(pronounced in Japanese as «Ando issentorikko eijento») has quite interesting 
story about their name. When choosing the name they thought of «Sid & Nancy» 
but there already had been band called like that. And bands «SID» and «Nancy» 
existed as well. So they thought «Only & is left of Sid and Nancy». That is how 
they get their name. 

Another rock band used play of words in their band name. Their name is 
CindyKate (pronounced in Japanese as Shindikeito) which sounds the same with 
word «syndicate». As you can see they write their band name combining two 
names.

Some bands mix both Japanese and English in their names. For example, band 
called  (pronounced as Jinkaku Rajio).  is a Japanese word for 
«individuality, personality»,  is Japanese pronunciation for word «radio». 
And together they mean «Personal radio». Or  (pronounced as 
Matenrou Opera) made up of Japanese for «skyscraper» and «opera».

One of the most interesting names has band called . «Do re mi» 
are written with katakana and «dan» is written with kanji meaning «association». 
Usually people think that these do re mi are for notes and «dan» for «association» 
combined together meaning music as combination of notes. But the vocalist 
of the band, Makoto-san, explained the origin of their name in the interview. 
This  stands for Beatles song «Don’t let me down» but in Japanese 
pronunciation it sounds as «Donto retto me daun» wich was shortened to «do re 
mi dan» and used for a word play in their band name.

Also many rock bands use English in their lyrics. Some of examples are «I will 
rock as soon as, I will rock just now» (band: SuG, song: Mad$hip). It is diffi cult 
to say what was meant here… Others use English better: «I wish you were here, 
I could die for you, but I am already dead» (band: LM.C, song: Ghost Heart). 
Sometimes English is a source of word play in lyrics: «Yuh and  you 
& me». Yuh and  (Umi) are rhymed with English words. Sometimes English 
words are adopted to Japanese grammar: « » here 
(Japanese for «glass» pronounced as «Gurasu») is joined to word «shoes» as a 
noun by the grammar rules of Japanese language, though in English it can be used 
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as an adjective. Some bands also mix Japanese and English in their songs: «Hello 
dear my bride, » («Hello dear my bride, what are you looking 
at?» which shows us how natural English words seem to Japanese language native 
speakers.

Usually there are many ways to express the same without using English. But 
still they use it. In my opinion the main reasons are: the prestige of English in 
Japanese society as a result of its historic past, the wish of Japanese bands to make 
their songs understood abroad and the fact that there are so many anglicisms in 
Japanese that they tend to see English words as their own which is well illustrated 
by examples when only one or two words are used in line in Japanese. Also 
English is taught in all schools so Japanese tend to think they know it really well 
and they see their Japlish as real English.

In conclusion I can say that due to its history the Japanese language has 
received many words from English and of course there are some who would say 
it damages the Japanese language. But to my mind it is not harmful for Japanese 
language and when used properly and correctly such mixture of two languages 
may be a great source of world play for musicians who want be understood both 
by their Japanese and foreign fans.
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Britain is a country with a large number of foreign nationalities, races, cultures 
and religions. The attitudes towards immigrants vary within the British society. 
Some people see foreigners as cultural richness, some accept them as a part of 
the society out of solidarity, and some see them as threat. But it is a generalisation 
which does not acknowledge real situation. If you intend to become a part of the 
British society you have to fi nd out Who are the British and What are they like 
The information introduced in that speech is just what you have been looking for. 
So, I would like to speak about national character of the British, to mention some 




